The simultaneous chemical linkage of cyanine dye chromophores with both hydrophobic and hydrophilic substituents leads to a new type of amphiphilic molecules with the ability of spontaneous self-organization into highly ordered aggregates of various structures and morphologies. These aggregates carry the outstanding optical properties of J-aggregates, namely, efficient exciton coupling and fast exciton energy migration, which are essential for the build up of artificial light harvesting systems. The morphology of the aggregates depends sensitively on the molecular structure of the chemical substituents of the dye chromophore. Accordingly, lamellar ribbon-like structures, vesicles , tubes, and bundles of tubes are found depending on the dyes and the structure can further be altered by addition of surfactants, alcohols, or other additives. Altogether the tubular structure is the most noticeable structural motif of these types of J-aggregates. The optical spectra are characterized in general by a complex exciton spectrum which is composed of several electronic transitions. The spectrum is red-shifted as a total with respect to the monomer absorption and exhibits resonance fluorescence from the lowest energy transition. For the tubular structures, the optical spectra can be related to a structural model. Although the molecules itself are strictly achiral, a pronounced circular dichroism (CD) is observed for the tubular aggregates and explained by unequal distribution of left-and right-handed helicity of the tubes. Photoinduced electron transfer (PET) reactions from the dye aggregates to electron acceptor molecules lead to superquenching which proves the delocalization of the excitation. This property is used to synthesize metal nanoparticles on the aggregate surface by photo-induced reduction of metal ions.
INTRODUCTION
The natural light harvesting complexes (LHCs) of plants and photosynthetic bacteria are one of the most fascinating functional molecular assemblies. Their main purpose is strong absorption of light followed by fast energy transfer to neighboring LHCs and the photochemical reaction centre where an electron transfer process leads to charge separation. The effectiveness of these processes relies on two fundamental physicochemical principles. First self-organization of dye molecules, preferentially of chlorophyll derivatives mediated by proteins, into precisely ordered structures of large spatial size to obtain extraordinarily high cross-sections for light absorption. Second, extremely fast energy migration of the absorbed light within the LHC to ensure that the excitation energy is extremely fast available at any place where it is needed for photo-induced energy or electron transfer (PET) processes [1] .
The clarification of the crystal structure of the LHCs of photosynthetic bacteria [2] [3] [4] [5] has generated extensive activities to mimic LHCs by artificial systems. One interesting and straight forward concept is the synthesis of artificial chlorophyll derivatives which may self-assemble into LHC-like aggregates [6, 7] . Another remarkable attempt is the growth of dendrites to tree-like dendrimers by synthetic chemistry [8] [9] [10] . Large effort has been spent to intercalate dye molecules in prefabricated supramolecular systems, like micelles, membranes, or nanotubes built from surfaceactive molecules [11] [12] [13] . The principle of light harvesting and sensitization is technically used in photovoltaic applications, where the dyes are adsorbed at the nanoporous surface of a TiO 2 electrode. A spectrally sensitized PET reaction from the dye to the electrode is the primary step for the charge separation and the subsequent photocurrent [14] . However, in all these systems it has been rather difficult to arrange dye molecules into closely packed and long range ordered structures which is a prerequisite for the formation of extended exciton states and exciton migration across long distances as observed in natural LHCs. Most of the artificial LHCs that are studied in solution phase make use of incoherent energy transfer steps [9, 10, 13] .
In order to achieve a high degree of molecular order, it was tried to build artificial light harvesting systems by adsorbing dye molecules on solid substrates. In such heterogeneous systems, the underlying crystal lattice of the solid substrate acts as a matrix for stable fixation and precise stacking of the dye molecules by epitaxial growth [15, 16] . Although it was studied within a completely different field of research, the first and most intensely studied PET system with coherent exciton migration was of that type, namely, sensitizing dyes and their aggregates adsorbed at silver halide crystals in photographic film emulsions [17] [18] [19] [20] . In the early times after the sensitizing effect was observed by Vogel in 1873, only dyes were used as sensitizers which were adsorbed in their monomeric state. Here, PET happens only by chance when those dye molecules are excited that are positioned next to an active sensitivity centre of the silver halide whose energy is low enough to enable electron transfer from the dye molecule to the silver halide lattice. This was one reason for the low sensitivity of such spectrally sensitized emulsions.
The situation changed drastically after 1936, when Jelly [21] and Scheibe [22] discovered that in concentrated aqueous solutions of the spectral sensitizer pseudoisocyanine (PIC 1) (cf. Scheme 1) a new extremely small and with respect to the absorption of the monomeric molecules red-shifted absorption band appeared which was assigned to a special type of dye aggregates. Nowadays aggregates with such a behavior are named as J-aggregates or Scheibe-aggregates and the narrow absorption band is called the J-band. It was also Scheibe et al. [23] who concluded from fluorescence quenching experiments that an optical excitation within a J-aggregate should be able to migrate over thousands of molecules within a few picoseconds. Since that time the spectral sensitivity in silver halide photography has been much improved by using J-aggregates, because their energy migration ability ensured that the excitation energy is instantaneously available at any time and at any sensitivity speck of the silver halide where it is needed [18] , exactly how it happens with the natural LHCs. Only 50 years later Scheibe's prediction of fast and coherent energy migration through the PIC J-aggregates, denoted in modern terms "exciton delocalization," has been experimentally confirmed by time-resolved laser spectroscopic experiments [24] .
In photographic films, one condition of an effective PET by J-aggregates is their epitaxial adsorption to the silver halide lattice to induce the necessary precise ordering of the molecules. Therefore, like in other heterogeneous catalytic systems, the chemical reaction yield of the formation of metallic silver clusters (termed in photography latent image specks) is strongly limited by the size of the interfaces' surface. Although this is not important in silver halide photography, because here the silver specks are amplified through the development process by a factor up to 10 9 , this limitation is an important disadvantage when J-aggregates should be used as artificial LHCs in solution. The same disadvantage has to be accepted for the well-structured J-aggregates in Langmuir mono-and multilayers [25] . Therefore, homogeneous (or at least micro heterogeneous) phases are needed in order to design LHCs on the basis of J-aggregates.
In aqueous solution, most of the known spectral sensitizer dyes do not form J-aggregates or, if at all, only at rather high concentrations [17] . It is the main intention of this contribution to demonstrate a new approach to realize aggregation of homogeneous dye systems in aqueous environments with high degree of molecular order. Therefore, the self-organization ability of surfactants is combined with the coherent energy migration ability of J-aggregates. In other words, J-aggregate forming cyanine dye molecules are made amphiphilic through linkage with both strongly hydrophobic substituents and strongly hydrophilic substituents. These molecules and their respective aggregates were named as Amphipipes (amphiphiles with pigment interactions performing energy migration) [26, 27] in order to take into account the amphiphilic nature of the dyes and the mostly found tubelike morphology of the J-aggregates. This paper reviews typical properties of the amphipipes with a major focus on structure and the relation between structure and optical properties. Other outstanding features of this new class of materials such as chirality or superquenching are discussed briefly. Finally, a first photoinduced electron transfer (PET) reaction between amphipipes aggregates and metal ions are presented which is considered as a promising perspective for future research. The paper essentially reports the content of the overview presented at the SOLAR'06 conference, held in Cairo.
WATER SOLUBLE AMPHIPHILIC CARBOCYANINE DYES
An outstanding feature of cyanine dyes is the very high polarizability of the π-electrons along the polymethine group in the ground state. It is at least three times as high as the polarizability of polyenes of comparable size and caused by the strong alternation of charge density. This high ground state polarizability gives rise to strong dispersion forces (van der Waals forces) between two cyanine molecules in solution [28, 29] . Typical association enthalpies are in the order of 50-100 kJ/mol [30] [31] [32] . For other aromatic compounds, similar high values of polarizability are only observed for the excited states which causes the formation of excimers. The dispersion forces between the ground states of polymethine chains are the main attractive forces for formation of extended aggregates of cyanines and are in general larger than the hydrophobic or van der Waals interactions between the aliphatic carbon chains or aromatic rings. As was demonstrated impressively by Daehne et al., aggregation also occurs for pure dialkylamino-polymethine chains [33, 34] . For most of the dyes forming J-aggregates in aqueous solutions, the morphology and structure of the aggregates are unknown. This holds even for pseudoisocyanine (PIC), the mostly investigated cyanine dye molecule, where thread-like structures polydispers in size and shape were found [35, 36] . Only by chance, well-resolved structures such as isolated one-dimensional threads or two-dimensional leaflets [37] can be found for some other cyanine dyes. Hitherto, the only possibility to grow J-aggregates of defined structure and morphology was by using solid or liquid interfaces. In that case, the reduced dimensionality helps to arrange the molecules in macroscopically ordered structures [25] .
In contrast to cyanine dyes, it is well known for surfactant molecules that they spontaneously self-assemble into regular microstructures in order to minimize unfavorable solvophobic interactions [38] . In this case, one main driving force for aggregation is the attractive hydrophobic force between alkyl chains. This force, which is caused by entropy, is in competition with the electrostatic repulsive force of the head groups and attractive van der Waals forces. The balance of all forces determines the structure of the self-assembled aggregates.
It is the main purpose of this contribution to present this new class of dye materials that link together the aggregation properties of cyanine dyes caused by dispersion forces with the self-assembly properties of surfactant molecules caused by the hydrophobic effect [27, [38] [39] [40] . The amphiphilic character was superimposed to the dye molecules by covalently adding both hydrophobic alkyl chains and hydrophilic acid groups as substituents. In contrast to the insoluble amphiphilic dyes used for the Langmuir monolayers [25] , the alkyl chains were selected shorter than dodecyl in order to provide reasonable solubility in aqueous solutions [40] .
The chromophore 5, 5 , 6, 6 -tetra-chloro-benz-imidacarbo-cy-anine (2) (cf. Scheme 2) has been selected from thousands of potentially J-aggregating cyanines, because it is well known that this dye with m = 2, R, R =SO − 3 , and n = 2 (BIC) or n = 3 (TDBC) easily forms J-aggregates in aqueous solution even at low concentration. Additionally, these dyes are very effective spectral sensitizers in silver halide photography due to their strong negative reduction potential (−1.61 Volt versus saturated calomel electrode (SCE) [20] ). It is well known from silver halide photography that the effectiveness of PET from photo-excited dyes into the conduction band of the silver halide strongly depends on the dyes' cathodic halfwave potential. In dependence on the dye structure, this potential may vary by more than one electron Volt even for dyes having identical light absorption, that is, identical HOMO-LUMO energy gap [18] [19] [20] . Thus the J-aggregates of dyes containing chromophore 2 should be optimal suited as artificial LHCs.
Various derivatives of 2 have been synthesized following known methods [27, 40] . Some of them are nowadays commercially available from FEW chemicals [41] . Alkyl chains of various lengths m were added to the nitrogen atoms at the 1, 1 -position and different ionic groups R and R , respectively, were attached to the nitrogen at the 3, 3 -position via a spacer group of variable length n. Dyes with many combinations of these three different components were synthesized and Table 1 gives a representative list of the dyes and their related aggregate structure. A short mnemonic code was introduced to address the molecules: the first two letters describe the alkyl chain of length m (C8 stands for octyl chains); the third letter indicates the acidic group (O for carboxyl, S for sulfonic acid); and the fourth letter indicates the spacer length n of the ionic substituents.
The aggregation properties of these amphiphilic dyes are determined by the sensitive balance between different intermolecular forces: the dispersion force of the cyanine backbone; the entropic forces of the alkyl chains; the electrostatic forces and H-bonding of the ionic groups; and the general van der Waals forces. Due to the very high polarizability of the π-electron system of the dyes, they exhibit extraordinary high dispersion forces. For example, the free energy of aggregation for TDBC, essentially the basic chromophore of 2, Table 1 : Summary of various 5, 5 , 6, 6 -tetrachlorobenzimidacarbo -cyanine dyes (2) that have been synthesized and investigated. The trivial name is a mnemonic code to express the length of the alkyl and spacer chains and the chemical nature of the acidic substituents. The morphology is confirmed by electron microscopy only for the cases indicated by an asterisk ( * ). In the other cases, it is concluded from the optical spectra. was reported to be approximately 80 kJmol −1 for one dimer [42] . For the amphiphilic dyes, an additional attractive energy of the same magnitude is expected from the hydrophobic effect of the alkyl chains. Therefore, the hydrophobic substituents have a significant effect on the molecular packing. In total, the attractive interaction between the dyes is very strong which causes aggregation at rather low concentrations of typically 10 −6 mol l −1 , in contrast to the pure TDBC which aggregates at 10 −4 -10 −3 mol l −1 [43] .
A crude estimate about the aggregate morphology can be made from the so-called surfactant parameter N s = V/la 0 , where V and l represent the volume and length of the alkyl chains, respectively, and a 0 is the effective cross-sectional area per head group [38] . The value of N s gives an indication about the curvature of the aggregate assembly. As a rule of thumb, spherical structures (micelles) are obtained for N s ≈ 0.33, cylindrical structures (tubules) for N s ≈ 0.5, and planar bilayers (vesicles) for N s ≈ 1. For the amphipipes, a typical N s value in the range of 0, 5 to 1 is calculated. Although the aggregate structure cannot be predicted a priori from this parameter, a cylindrical or a planar geometry seems to be most likely.
Already from the optical spectra, one can conclude that a variety of complex structures of the corresponding Jaggregates exists for different hydrophobic alkyl substituents or hydrophilic acidoalkyl substituents. After detailed study of the aggregate morphologies, as will be described in the next section, the principle structures of the aggregates can be assigned to their optical spectra. The unexpected and essential result was that there are at least two different aggregate types. One type behaves like the classical J-aggregate, showing one single narrow absorption band red-shifted likewise with respect to the monomeric absorption accompanied by resonance fluorescence from this J-band. These aggregates form mostly planar structures. The other type which is found for several of the dyes 2 exhibits a rather complex absorption spectrum that is red-shifted as a whole with respect to the monomer absorption. The typical morphology of these aggregates is a tubular structure as will be described below. The tubular aggregate structures exhibit optical activity as observed by circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. The observed CD effect indicates spontaneous and enantio-selective formation of chiral structures.
In Table 1 , a list of investigated molecules 2 is compiled where the morphologies are indicated as concluded from their optical spectra. It becomes obvious that the length m of the alkyl chains at 1, 1 -position as well as the spacer length n at the 3, 3 -position is mainly responsible for the shape of the aggregates.
Aggregates with optical spectra that are indicative for tubular shapes and which show optical activity are found in aqueous solutions for 3, 3 -carboxypropyl substituted dyes having alkyl groups longer than hexyl (m > 6), like C8O3 to C12O3. The same behavior is observed when the carboxypropyl groups of the dioctyl derivative C8O3 are replaced by carboxyethyl substituents in C8O2. However, these aggregates are less stable and undergo structural transitions with time. After some days they are transformed to achiral planar J-aggregates, having one single J-absorption band.
A similar variation of the aggregate spectra with the length of the alkyl chains is observed for dyes with the much more acidic sulfoalkyl groups instead of the carboxyalkyl substituents. The 1, 1 -diethyl substituted dyes (m = 2) are well known in literature and usually abbreviated as BIC (C2S3, having two 3, 3 -sulfopropyl groups) and TDBC (C2S4, having two 3, 3 -sulfobutyl groups). Both molecules form single J-bands likewise and chirality has never been observed. But the dioctyl substituted derivatives C8S3 and C8S2 again are able to form tubular aggregates that are chiral likewise. However, the explicit form of these aggregates depends strongly on the environmental conditions [44, 45] . During the extensive investigations of the amphipipes, it came out that the dyes C8O3 and C8S3 are the ideal candidates for detailed studies of optical and structural properties of tubular J-aggregates. Therefore, these aggregates will be discussed in more detail in the next sections.
Planar aggregate structures were found for dyes with 3, 3 -carboxypropyl as well as derivatives having short alkyl chains in 1, 1 -position (C2O3 to C6O3). They behave like classical J-aggregates, that is, in rather concentrated aqueous solutions only one single with respect to the dye monomer red-shifted J-absorption band appears in the spectrum and the aggregates are achiral like the monomers. The S. Kirstein and S. Daehne 5 fluorescence of these aggregates is observed from a band which is almost identical to the J-absorption band, a feature which is also typical for classical J-aggregates. A similar behavior is observed for molecules with long spacer groups, that is, n larger than 4. Molecules with alkyl chains longer than octyl were not considered because of their insolubility in aqueous solution.
SELECTED AGGREGATE STRUCTURES
The aggregate structure on a molecular scale is hardly accessible by direct characterization techniques, such as x-ray crystallography. However, the morphology can be imaged on mesoscopic scales by advanced microscopy techniques such as electron microscopy and scanning force microscopy [46] . If the aggregates exhibit morphologies that are regularly shaped than it might be possible to draw conclusions about the structure on a molecular scale.
A major breakthrough in the understanding of the structure and morphology of the J-aggregates of the amphiphilic dyes was achieved by von Berlepsch et al. with the help of cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) [37, 47, 48] . Cryo-TEM is a well-established technique in biology and other areas of supramolecular chemistry to characterize water soluble structures in their native environment [49] . For this method, a thin film of the liquid sample is vitrified in liquid ethane at its freezing point (−183.2 • C) by shock freezing to avoid crystallization of water. The samples are transferred to the electron microscope, investigated under liquid nitrogen (−175 • C), and imaged in transmission mode (more details can be found in [49] and in the references of von Berlepsch et al.). In the following subsections, typical morphologies and their relation to the optical spectra are reviewed.
Tubular aggregates

Morphology
Tubular aggregates were first discovered by cryo-TEM for the amphiphilic molecule C8O3 [37] and meanwhile they are confirmed for the dyes C8S2 [44] and C8S3 [45, 50] as well. Typical cryo-TEM images of the tubular aggregates of C8O3 and C8S3 are shown in Figures 1 and 2 . In the case of C8O3 (Figure 1(a) ), rope-like structures are visible that consist of bundles of a distinct number of tubules. For clarification, a magnified view together with a computer simulation of the cryo-TEM image is shown in Figure 1 (c). The computer simulation is a drawing of hollow cylinders that are packed on a triangular lattice and twisted around each other. Using semitransparent cylinders, a projection image is created which reproduces exactly the details that are visible in the experimental cryo-TEM image.
The outer diameter of the tubules of C8O3 is of the order of 10 nm and the length of the rope-like bundles exceeds hundreds of micrometer. From a close inspection of the cryo-TEM images, the thickness of the wall of the tubules can be determined to be approximately 4 nm. This thickness is taken as an indication that the wall consists of a bilayer of the In (a) rope-like structures are visible that are composed of tubular aggregates. A magnified view of a rope-like aggregate of C8O3 together with a computer graphic image and the corresponding calculated transparent image is also shown. The computer graphic is built from tubules with a diameter of 10 nm that are densely packed and twisted around each other. (Adapted with permission from [37] . Copyright (2000) American Chemical Society.) amphiphilic dye molecules similar to a lipid bilayer. In this bilayer, the chromophores and their hydrophilic side groups enclose the hydrophobic alkyl chains to protect them from the water. As a consequence of this structure model, not only the outer part, but also the inner part of the tube has hydrophilic groups and hence the whole tube should be filled with water.
The single tubules are highly monodispers in diameter, but the number of tubes forming a twisted bundle is varying in the range of 3 to more than 10. The handedness of the twist of the bundles cannot be seen from the cryo-TEM images. For this purpose, the aggregates have to be dried on a solid substrate and imaged after oblique shadowing to resolve the three-dimensional surface. This topic will be discussed in Section 5.
The diameter of a single tubule of C8O3 is rather constant and changes only insignificantly upon addition of any additives like alcohols [51] . It even remains constant under the addition of polyalcohols or polyelectrolytes to the aggregate solution [52] . However, as will be shown below, the twisted bundle tends to separate into single tubes upon addition of alcohols. Well-separated single tubules are formed by the sulfobutyl substituted dye C8S3 (see Figure 2 ), only sporadically bundles of tubes are found. These tubules are very monodispers in diameter and rather straight with a length of up to several micrometers. However, the diameter of these tubes depends on the preparation conditions [45] . If the molecules are dissolved in pure water the outer diameter is 16 nm. For solutions that contain more than 18 vol% of MeOH tubes with a diameter of 13 nm are found. For both cases the wall thickness of the aggregates is of the order of 4 nm. In Figure 2 , both types of tubular aggregates are presented. It is interesting to note that no intermediate size of the diameter was observed. Upon addition of alcohol to a pure water solution, a conversion between these two distinct aggregate types can be generated [45] .
An even stronger dependence on the solvent conditions is found for the dye C8S2. Here, tubular aggregates exist only in presence of small portions of MeOH (< 4%) and at low concentration of the dye (<1 · 10 −4 mol · l −1 ). Under these conditions, large tubes with a diameter of 28 nm are observed [44] .
The tubes of C8S3 are very regular structures which indicates a high molecular order. In some of the cryo-TEM images, an internal superstructure becomes visible, although hidden by photographic noise. By a phase-sensitive superposition of fractions of images alongside one tubule the noise can be substantially reduced. The result of such an improved magnified view of part of a tubule is shown in Figure 3 . The double-wall structure and an internal structure of ripples become clearly visible. The ripples are interpreted as a helix structure which here is seen in projection. This internal helix structure is directly related to the occurrence of chirality in these systems, as will be discussed below.
Optical spectroscopy
The optical absorption spectra of the tubular aggregates are characterized by the appearance of several absorption bands forming a spectrum that is in total red-shifted as compared to the monomer transition. Because of the red-shift of the whole absorption spectrum, these aggregates are named as J-aggregates as well. Typical optical absorption spectra are shown in Figures 4 and 5 for C8O3 and for C8S3, respectively, together with fluorescence emission spectra for C8S3. In the case of C8O3, the band with lowest transition energy is very narrow and exhibits fluorescence emission without Stokes shift [39, 53] . It was proven by polarized excitation spectroscopy that all peaks of the spectrum belong to the exciton spectrum of one tubular structure [52, 54, 55] . It has to be mentioned that the characteristic features of the absorption spectra, that is, the number and position of apparent maxima, may depend on the preparation conditions. However, the spectra, and hence the structure of the aggregates, came out to be rather independent on the dye concentration. Typical concentrations for the experiments presented here are 10 −5 to 10 −3 mol/l. For the case of C8S3, the tubular aggregates could be observed by absorption and fluorescence spectroscopy even in solutions that were diluted down to 10 −8 mol/l. The principle structure of the spectra and their relation to the molecular aggregate structure was clarified by Pugzlys et al. measuring the polarization of the respective optical transitions [50, 52] . For these measurements, the aggregates were oriented by shear stress in a streaming flow cell. More details about this technique and results are found in the contribution by A. Pugzlys in [56] . By measuring absorbance parallel and perpendicular to the flow direction, linear dichroism (LD) spectra were recorded for the structures of C8O3 in combination with poly(vinyl alcohol) [52] and for C8S3 [45] . The spectra of both systems have essentially the same shape. The two absorption bands with lowest energy (named I and II in Figure 5 (a)) are polarized along the aggregate axis, while the third peak at higher energy (III) is polarized perpendicular. The less pronounced absorption bands IV and V are not or only weakly polarized and, therefore, their origin is not completely clarified. The spectra of other tubular structures show a similar pattern, although the intensity distribution may be different. Furthermore, sometimes two or more of the absorption peaks interfere with each other which leads to spectra with only two or three visible maxima. In general, it seems to be necessary to take into account four optical transitions to describe the excitonic absorption spectrum of the tubular structures. More details are found in the contribution by J. Knoester in [57] .
The fluorescence emission of the tubular structures is in resonance with the lowest energy transition, independent of the wavelength used for excitation. This behavior indicates fast energy relaxation within the exciton band into the lower energy band edge. However, recently it became evident for aggregates of C8S3 [45] and C8S2 [44] that small fraction of fluorescence also occurs from transitions at the next higher energy level. The ratio of the relative intensities of the two fluorescence peaks differs from the ratio of the corresponding absorption peaks, which indicates, that partially the energy is transferred from the higher energy state into the lower one. As an example, the fluorescence emission of C8S3 aggregates is shown in Figure 5 (b).
Molecular model of aggregate structure
In our early publications, a structural model for the tubular aggregates was developed only on the basis of spectroscopic and light scattering data. The most simple model was that of a cylindrical micelle [40] . The hydrophobic alkyl chains were thought to be enclosed by the chromophores and the respective hydrophilic ionic substituents and the chromophores are following a helical screw-like stacking to account for the circular dichroism. In parallel, a similar model was used by H. Kuhn and C. Kuhn to give a simple theoretical explanation for the optical absorption and CD spectra of the tubular aggregates [58] . From this model, the occurrence of two redshifted J-bands with perpendicular polarization and a CD doublet at the position of the absorption bands were predicted. These results were almost consistent with the spectroscopic data of C8O3.
Later, the optical properties of cylindrical aggregates were studied extensively by Knoester et al. [54, 55, 59, 60] using a model where the molecules are located on rings. A cylinder surface is formed by stacking the rings on top of each other with a certain turn between two subsequent rings to simulate chirality [61] . This cylinder model was used to calculate [50] . A two-dimensional brick work structure defines the packing of the molecules represented by rectangles. A cylinder surface is formed by rolling this lattice along the wrapping vector C which has to be commensurate with lattice periodicity. The z-direction is normal to C, and the diameter of the cylinder is defined by the relation 2πR = C. The tilt angle θ of the molecules with respect to the z-axis results from the mutual shift s. The orientation of C defines the screw angle γ of the helix that is described by a selected chain of molecules (indicated by grey shadowing). Two of those cylinder surfaces with different radii R i and R a are concentrically arranged to form the double-layer wall. In the Figure, the two cylinders are sketched in an extracted state like a telescope.
the linear and third order nonlinear absorption spectra [60] . Later, it was modified in order to include chirality and molecular disorder into the calculations [59, 61, 62] . Also this model was successfully applied to describe some linear and nonlinear optical properties of aggregates of C8O3.
Based on the spectroscopic characterization of tubular aggregates of C8S3 and the more detailed structure information (cf. Figure 3) , a more realistic structural model was developed to calculate exciton bands by Didraga et al. [50] . Although this model was originally applied to describe the spectra of aggregates of C8S3, it seems that the principle features of this model are transferable to all other tubular aggregate structures [51] . This double-layer model of Didraga et al. is presented in Figure 6 . The starting point is a twodimensional brick-layer that represents the cyanine chromophores. The brick-layer structure is characterized by the size of the molecules and the shift s between two neighboring molecules. The interaction energy of the transition dipoles is mostly determined by this shift and it is known that the typical J-aggregate behavior, namely, a low energy absorption band, is related to a large shift s. The magnitude of this shift is a property of the chromophore itself. It cannot be changed largely by the chemical side groups. Such a brick layer is rolled into a cylindrical surface along a wrapping vector C giving a circumference of C = 2πR. Because of the periodic boundary conditions, only certain choices of C are alloweda fact which could explain the very uniform and monodispers diameter of the tubules. In order to take into account the bilayer structure of the aggregates, two of these cylinders are concentrically stacked into each other where the radii differ by approximately 4 nm. By the choice of C, two important angles are fixed: the tilt angle θ of the long molecular axis with respect to the z-axis of the tubule and the screw-angle γ of a line of molecules. The latter is not independent but depends implicitly on the shift s. The helical winding of rows of molecules is indicated in Figure 6 by grey shadowing. It is obvious from this model how helicity and hence chirality appears in the supramolecular structure although the basic elements are completely symmetric and achiral. A screw-like internal structure as indicated in Figure 6 was indeed observed by high resolution cryo-TEM for the tubular aggregates of C8S3, see [63, Figure 3 ].
The calculation of the linear optical properties, such as exciton energies and dipole strength based on this model is straight forward and the details are given by Knoester in [57] and can be found in [50] . The energy levels of the optical transitions were calculated using the extended dipole model developed by Czikkely et al. [64] . As in the case of a circular aggregate, for one cylinder structure, two exciton states with allowed optical transitions are obtained, both shifted towards lower energies compared to the monomer transition. The exciton level with the lower energy is polarized along the aggregate axis while the other is polarized perpendicular. The ratio of oscillator strengths is solely determined by the tilt angle θ. For a fixed shift s of the molecules, the energy levels are mostly dependent on the length and direction of the rolling vector C and therefore strongly depend on the diameter of the cylinders and tubules. Because of the two different cylinders needed to describe the bilayer in total, four excitonic transitions are obtained to describe the complete spectrum. This explains the different shape of the spectra of the various tubular structures. For different tube radii, the position of the exciton bands is slightly shifted and sometimes the bands of the transitions overlap. Therefore, for some tubular aggregates only two or three pronounced peaks are visible in the absorption spectrum and the remaining transitions are only noticeable as shoulders.
This model was explicitly applied to simulate the experimentally measured spectrum of the aggregates of C8S3 (cf. Figure 5 ). A best fit between calculated and measured energy levels could be obtained using an inner and outer diameter of 10.9 and 15.7 nm and tilt angles of 47.4 • and 43.0 • , respectively [50] .
It is interesting to note that within this model approximately 100 molecules are filling a volume of one nanometer length of the tube. The same number is obtained, if one is using the molecular density of dye crystals and the volume of the tube wall as obtained from cryo-TEM. X-ray crystal structure analysis was obtained by G. Reck et al. for millimeter sized single crystals of C8O3 grown from DMSO solutions [65] .
The fluorescence behavior of the tubular aggregates is also well explained by the bilayer tube model. It is assumed that the excitonic transitions of the two tubes can be considered as independent, that is, they have different ground states. However, because the lowest energy transition is different for the two layers, energy transfer occurs into the state with the lowest level. Therefore, fluorescence emission is observed from the two exciton states that are polarized parallel to the long axis of the tubules, but with an intensity ratio that may be different from that of the absorption, as it is observed in the fluorescence spectra of, for example, C8S3 in Figure 5 . The double layer model allows to assign the observed emission peaks to the inner and outer cylinder, respectively. In the case of the model parameters given above, the energy transfer would be oriented from the outer cylinder into the inner cylinder. More details about the exciton dynamics and fluorescence properties of tubular aggregates are found in the contribution by A. Pugzlys in [56] .
Ribbon-like aggregates
A second morphology that is frequently observed for the amphiphilic dye molecules 2 is a ribbon-like motif which is built by planar bilayer structures. This structure type was first observed for the carboxylic substituted dye C8O4 [37] but it was also found for the sulfonic substituted dye C8S2 [44] . Typical cryo-TEM images of different types of ribbon-like structures are presented in Figure 7 .
The structure of C8O4 is shown in Figure 7 (a). Straight objects with a striped pattern are visible that extend over several hundred nanometers in length and are of homogeneous thickness. These structures were interpreted as stacks of planar ribbons of dye bilayers. The stacking of ribbons becomes visible by the stripe pattern that is seen in a side view of the aggregate. A more detailed analysis of this structure is possible because some of the stacked ribbons are distorted. In that case, a typical modulation of the stripe appears in the transmission electron micrographs which could be modeled by computer graphics. In Figure 7 (c), the planar aggregates are represented by grey shaded sheets that are twisted along the long axis of the aggregate. As in the case of the tubular aggregates, the transmission image of cryo-TEM was imi- tated by calculating the projection of the computer graphic image assuming semitransparent objects. The resulting images reproduce the main features of the original image as can be seen in Figure 7 (c). For the single ribbons, a thickness of approximately 4 nm is measured from the images, which confirms the assumption of a bilayer configuration of the C8O4 molecules similar to a lipid bilayer.
Under certain conditions C8S2 also forms ribbon-like structures as presented in Figure 7 (b). Here the structure of planar bilayers is less obvious but can be concluded from the folded object in the middle of Figure 7 (b). The stripes are interpreted again as signatures of the bilayers, seen edge-on [44] . But the most convincing indication for a ribbon-like structure is obtained from the optical spectra.
In Figure 8 , the absorption spectra of C8O4 (a) and C8S2 (b) are presented. In case of C8O4, the fluorescence is additionally shown. The absorption spectrum of the ribbon-like structures of C8O4 exhibits the classical J-aggregate feature, that is, one single narrow red-shifted J-band, indicating a two-dimensional brickwork-like arrangement. It seems that the number of multilayers within the stack does not have an effect on the spectra. This optical isolation of single bilayer sheets is explained by the distance caused by the enclosed hydrophobic chains. Similar spectra were also observed for other dyes [40] . For example, a single J-band was observed for dyes CxO3 with x < 7 and C8Oy for y = 4 and 5. However, an extended and systematic investigation of the structures is missing. The spectrum of C8S2 was interpreted as an exciton spectrum that is split almost symmetrically into two transitions (Davydov-splitting). This type of spectrum is a typical signature of a planar herringbone-like structure with two dyes per unit cell. Such spectra were found for many twodimensional systems investigated by the Langmuir-Blodgett technique [66, 67] , but also for J-aggregates in aqueous solutions for a similar carbocyanine dye [68, 69] . 
INFLUENCE OF ADDITIVES ON AGGREGATE STRUCTURES
A remarkable sensitivity of the structure and morphology of the aggregates on addition of alcohols and other additives to the solvent was observed. Partially this can be understood because the structure of the aggregates is stabilized by hydrogen bonds and the hydrophobic effect which are known to be sensitive to the properties of the aqueous solvent [38] .
Solubility and addition of alcohol
In general, the dyes 2 are soluble in aqueous solutions and aggregation is observed already at rather low concentrations, typically at 10 −6 mol l −1 . For the carboxylic compounds, solubility and the aggregation behavior has to be controlled by addition of NaOH in a concentration range of 0.01 M to 1 mM. Pure monomeric solutions at high concentration are possible in alcohol or dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). The growth of macroscopic crystals of the dyes C8O3 and C8O4 was succeeded by cooling a high concentrated DMSO solution [27, 65] . The addition of any alcohol (EtOH, MeOH, etc.) was found to have a major influence on the aggregate structure as seen by the optical spectra. For some dyes, even small amounts of less than 10 vol% of MeOH are sufficient to significantly change the aggregate structure. [51] . The change of the absorption spectrum upon addition of MeOH to an aqueous solution is shown in Figure 9 . The absorption spectrum of the pure water solution exhibits three resolved absorption peaks as it was presented in Figure 4 , but changes to a spectrum with only two resolved peaks at high MeOH concentration. For a MeOH content above 30 vol%, the aggregates dissolve into monomers. Additionally, the intensity of the circular dichroism spectra increases by one to two orders of magnitude upon addition of alcohol to aqueous solutions. This effect is discussed in Section 5.
The study of the influence of alcohol is of great importance, because dye solutions usually are prepared from high concentrated alcoholic stock solutions. This way of preparation, where a stock solution in the range of 10 −3 to 10 −2 M is diluted with NaOH solution, is termed the "alcoholic route." For example, if this alcoholic route is selected to prepare C8O3 solutions then an absorption spectrum with two resolved peaks may arise, or at least an intermediate spectrum of Figure 9 . In most of the literature before 2002, solutions prepared by the alcoholic route were used, if not mentioned otherwise. Another way of preparation is the "direct route," where crystalline powder of the dye is added directly to NaOH solutions combined with stirring for at least 24 hours. In this case, the three-band absorption spectrum shown in Figure 9 is observed. Although it was speculated in [26] that the two spectra belong to different species of aggregates, it seems to be plausible from recent experiments that both spectra belong to a similar tubular structure. Because four transitions are necessary to describe the spectra of doublewall tubes, it is assumed that the number of peak maxima apparent in the absorption spectrum is lowered because of accidental degeneration.
It could be shown by means of cryo-TEM that the addition of alcohol to the C8O3 solution does not significantly change the morphology of the tubes. However, the rope-like bundles of the tubes disintegrate into single tubes. The same effect was observed for the addition of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) [52] , where single tubules are found that are of nearly the same diameter as prepared without PVA. However, here the absorption spectrum has the same shape as the spectrum of a C8S3 solution prepared by the alcoholic route as presented in Figure 5 .
It is a general tendency that addition of alcohols induces spectral changes but keeps the morphology unaffected. Obviously, alcohol groups are able to change the mutual orientation of the molecules which affects the energy levels of the excitonic transitions, but they are not capable of changing the tubular morphology which is stabilized by the hydrophobic chains.
The solubility conditions for the sulfonic compounds are more complicated. Whereas for example the compound TDBC (C2S4) is soluble in pure water up to rather high concentrations, the amphiphilic compound C8S2 is completely insoluble in pure aqueous solutions and has to be prepared by the alcoholic route [44] . Unlike with C8O3, the addition of alcohol to C8S2 solutions changes not only the spectra but also the morphology of the aggregates. Tubular aggregates are obtained only for small dye concentrations and a low content of MeOH, otherwise ribbon-like aggregates are found as depicted in Figure 7 . These ribbon-like structures are not stable with respect to time but transform into tubular structures upon storage of the solutions for several weeks.
An even more complex behavior with respect to the solvent conditions is observed for the dye C8S3. In this case, tubular aggregates as shown in Figure 2 are found after preparation via the alcoholic as well as via the water route. They only differ in diameter, which is 17 ± 0.2 nm when the dye was dissolved in pure water, while it was 13 ± 0.2 nm for samples previously dissolved in methanol stock solutions. The aggregates formed in pure water can be converted into the other type by adding methanol if it exceeds more than approximately 18 wt%. During days and weeks, the aggregates in pure water agglomerate into rope-like bundles while the aggregates in methanol/water mixtures transform into ribbon-like structures that are growing with time and are characterized by a new absorption spectrum. These ribbonlike structures are also in a metastable state in a sense that on time scales of several weeks or months they convert into giant tubes with diameters of up to 500 nm [45] .
Addition of surfactants
It is well known that different surfactants are widely miscible in solution and often the mixtures self-assembled into aggregate structures which are different from the structures of the pure systems [38] . A similar effect was found for a mixture between TDBC (C2S4) and surfactants (N,N-dimethyln-alkyl betain) which caused a different aggregate structure of the TDBC as was seen by the optical spectra [53] . Therefore, it was obvious that the addition of surfactants could generate new aggregate structures for the amphiphilic dye molecules 2 as well. In detail, mixtures of two cosurfactants, the cationic TTAB (trimethyl tetradecyl ammonium bromide) and the anionic SDS (sodium dodecyl sulphate), with the dye molecules C8O3 and C8O4 were investigated [47, 48] . The length of the alkyl chain of the surfactants was selected to fit approximately to the length of the octyl chains plus the width of the chromophore unit of the dye molecules.
In Figure 10 , the influence of these two surfactants on the structures of aggregates of C8O3 and C8O4 is summarized. The amount of surfactant added was usually equimolar to the amount of dye molecules. For the dye C8O3, which forms in the native state bundles of tubules, a twofold effect is observed for the addition of anionic or cationic surfactants (top row). The addition of anionic SDS leads to the formation of single tubules with an increased diameter (from 11 nm for C8O3 in pure aqueous solution to 15 nm). Upon storage for several days or weeks, the tubules are transformed into large multilamellar tubes. These multilamellar tubes look like as if the two-dimensional bilayer has been rolled up multiple times (cf. Figure 6 ). AFM images of these aggregates give the impression of "cigars" [47] . By small angle neutron scattering (SANS) on these cigar-like structure using deuterated SDS, it was proven that the surfactant molecules are really inserted into the aggregate structure. The insertion is probably forced by the hydrophobic interaction and the surfactant is located with its alkyl chain between the chains of the dyes. The additional alkyl chains stiffen the bilayer structure which explains the expansion of the tube diameter. Nevertheless, the exciton delocalization is maintained even in these structures. Their absorption spectra exhibit a broad J-band which might be caused by superposition of various spectra of tubes with different diameter.
The addition of the cationic TTAB leads to the formation of vesicular structures three days after preparation of the solution (cf. Figure 10) . In the cryo-TEM images, unilamellar International Journal of Photoenergy vesicles with diameters between 40 and 100 nm are observed where the membrane has the typical thickness of 4 nm. But also multilamellar vesicles and very large vesicles are found. The shape of the vesicles is superimposed by undulations which indicates a high flexibility of the bilayer membrane. The optical spectrum of the vesicular structure is broad and unstructured with almost no effect of J-aggregation which indicates an amorphous arrangement of the dyes. It seems that the opposite charge of the surfactant, on the one hand, destroys the molecular order of the dye bilayer and, on the other hand, reduces the net surface charge which increases the flexibility of the membrane. The stabilization effect of the membrane due to anionic surfactants is also observed for the dye C8O4. However, here it leads to a separation of the original stack of the bilayers into isolated single ribbons, which are more extended in width but of same thickness like a singular bilayer [48] , see Figure 10 . For mixture with the cationic surfactant TTAB the aggregates start to form macroscopic needle-like crystallites. The crystallization obviously is facilitated by the oppositely charged surfactant. The different behavior of C8O3 and C8O4 is remarkable, because the only difference between these two molecules is one carbon atom inserted in each spacer group at the 3, 3position of the dyes. Therefore, one has to be aware that the presentation of Figure 10 is just an example of two of the dyes 2, and no prediction can be made about the behavior of the other dyes under different solvent conditions or addition of other entities. A systematic investigation and a respective understanding of the intermolecular interactions are still missing.
CHIRALITY
One of the most surprising findings was the discovery that the tubular aggregates of the amphiphilic dyes 2 exhibit optical activity as measured by circular dichroism (CD) [40, 70] . A typical CD spectrum together with the absorption spectrum is shown in Figure 11 for C8O3. Since a CD effect is measurable for all those dyes that show spectra typical for tubular aggregates, it seems to be likely that all tubular aggregates of the amphiphilic dyes are chiral and more or less optically active. One has to emphasize that the occurrence of optical activity can be explained only by the assumption that the enantiomeric symmetry is broken. However, the analysis of TEM micrographs revealed that in any solution of C8O3, right-and left-handed aggregates are present in approximately identical fraction (cf. Figure 12 ). Therefore, one has to assume that the CD signal is caused by a slight excess of one of the enantiomers. The large fluctuation of the CD intensity seen for different samples of C8O3 strongly supports the assumption of an unspecified enantiomeric excess. It was proven by aggregates that were embedded into a solid film of poly(vinyl alcohol) and oriented by stretching the film that the CD spectra are not an artificial linear dichroism caused S. Kirstein and S. Daehne by accidental orientation in the solution. Up to date the reason for the symmetry break is not understood, but it seems to be a typical feature of the tubular aggregates.
The formation of chiral aggregate structures was reported before for other systems. However, they were either grown on chiral templates such as DNA [72] , or chirality was induced by external stimulus [73] or due to chirality of the molecules [74] . It is known, for example, that PIC molecules in solution are chiral due to a twist of the two quinoline-rings against each other which is either right-or left-handed [75] . The growth of helical aggregates was proposed for these molecules [31] . However, it is seen by cryo-TEM images and electron diffraction [76] that these molecules form threadlike aggregates with a diameter of 2.3 nm. The molecules are arranged in a 1 : 1 ratio of left-and right-handed twist giving a symmetric racemic mixture.
For the tubular aggregates, it was shown in Section 3 how one can understand that achiral molecules can be arranged on a cylindrical surface following a helix that may be left-or right-handed. Within the framework of this model, one can describe the features of the circular dichroism. The CD spectrum results from the chiral arrangement of the transition dipoles and not from an intrinsic chirality of the molecules. This type of CD effect is described in the literature as excitonic chirality [77] , however, mostly it is applied to dimers. It is clear that the two pairs of optical transitions needed to describe the absorption spectra are both forming a couplet of a positive and negative signal in the CD spectrum. It is a peculiarity of the CD that the intensity of the positive and negative signal within one couplet must be identical which gives a strict condition for modeling the CD spectrum. Without prove, we want to mention that the CD spectrum presented in Figure 11 can be modeled by superposition of such two couplets.
The reason for the occurrence of optical activity due to enantiomeric excess of left-or right-handed helices is not understood. One explanation could be given based on nucleation and growth kinetics of the aggregates. It is known from nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments that the dyes in aqueous solutions exist as different conformers [77] , where some of them are twisted with respect to the aromatic rings which induces chirality to the structure of the molecules. Both types of handedness are expected to be present of same quantity. It is probable that the first nuclei of aggregation are always dimers of two molecules of same handedness. During growth of the aggregates the handedness is prevailed. Because larger aggregates may break into peaces that again can grow, any small excess of one type of handedness is amplified to a measurable amount. For such a situation, one expects that the handedness of the excess varies statistically in a set of separately prepared solutions. Such a behavior, that is, statistical fluctuation of sign and magnitude of the CD signal was indeed observed for a large series of C8O3 solutions [70] . In later experiments, this symmetric distribution could not be reproduced unambiguously. Merely, a spontaneous symmetry break was observed, not only in one solution, but also on the average of many solutions, which cannot be satisfactorily explained yet [65] .
As for any chiral assembly, it was a challenging task to find a method to control the enantioselective growth of the helical tubular aggregates. Usually this is achieved by addition of chiral entities. Here it was found that the addition of achiral alcohols strongly enhances the CD signal, but does not allow to control the handedness. However, the sense of the handedness can be controlled using long chain chiral alcohols, such as (R)-2-octanol and (S)-2-octanol [71] . The addition of these substances has the same effect on the absorption spectra as the addition of MeOH, see Figure 13 , but the sign of the CD signal can be tuned according to the handedness of the alcohol. For the left-handed (S)-2-octanol, the CD band at 610 nm becomes negative while it is positive for (R)-2-octanol. A correlation between the different sign of the CD signals and the handedness of the rope-like aggregates was indeed found [71] . The (R)-2-octanol produces left-handed superhelices and vice versa. If one assumes that the chirality of the aggregates after addition of (R)-2-octanol is right-handed, than the handedness of a single tube is opposite to that of the bundle. Such an alternation of handedness for the binary, tertiary, and higher superstructure is well known for macroscopic ropes and may give a minimum in elastic energy.
EXCITON DYNAMICS, SUPERQUENCHING, AND ELECTRON TRANSFER REACTIONS
The outstanding optical properties of J-aggregates are caused by coherently coupled excited states, the molecular excitons. In a simple picture, such an exciton state can be considered as one huge molecule having a giant transition dipole moment and respective strong absorption coefficient for light. Due to static and dynamic molecular disorder, the extension of the exciton and hence the size of the dipole moment is restricted to a finite number N eff of coupled molecules. Therefore, the radiative lifetime τ 0 of such supramolecules consisting of N eff single molecules should be strongly decreased as compared to their monomeric counterparts. For linear J-aggregates, the radiative lifetime is given by [78] τ 0 (J) ∼ = τ 0 (M) /0.81·N eff , where the indices (J) and (M) describe the radiative lifetime of the J-aggregates and monomers, respectively. In principle, it should be possible to determine the number of the coherently coupled molecules N eff from this equation by measuring the fluorescence lifetime and fluorescence quantum yield of the J-aggregates and the monomeric dyes. Many papers have reported on a shortening of the fluorescence lifetime of the PIC J-aggregates down to few picoseconds when time-resolved laser spectroscopy was applied [79] . However, later it turned out that the measurements were falsified by exciton-exciton annihilation processes that shorten the fluorescence lifetime significantly in J-aggregates even at relatively low laser intensities [80] [81] [82] .
Only in 1991 coherent exciton migration has been definitely proven for PIC J-aggregates by measuring the temperature dependence of the fluorescence lifetime as well as through accumulated photon-echo and two-color pump-probe experiments [83] [84] [85] [86] . It was found that for J-aggregates the fluorescence lifetime decreases for decreasing temperatures [43, 83] , indicating that the lower the temperature the greater the number of coherently coupled molecules N eff and hence, the delocalization length of the excitons. Recently, a quantitative theoretical model for this behavior was presented [85] .
From two-color pump-probe experiments, it followed that the delocalization length of the excitons in PIC J-aggregates amounts to 70 ± 20 molecules at 1.5 K [87] . Under the same conditions, values between 30 and 45 molecules were determined for the TDBC (C2S4) J-aggregates [88] , whereas for the tubular aggregates of C8O3 a delocalization size of approximately 95 molecules was measured at 1.5 K [55] . In case of TDBC (C2S4) J-aggregates, the exciton delocalization length was also determined at room temperature by femtosecond nonlinear optical experiments giving a value of 16 molecules [89] .
Comprehensive theoretical work is necessary for a better understanding of the rather complicated exciton dynamics in tubular J-aggregates of the amphiphilic dye molecules. Numerous results have been collected by laser spectroscopic measurements which not only made possible the determination of the coherent delocalization lengths, but also gave insight in the radiative and thermal dephasing processes, the effect of excition-exciton annihilation, the influence of disorder, the meaning of intersite correlation processes, and the kinetics of intraband relaxation processes within the exciton band [55, 84, [90] [91] [92] [93] . Most of these measurements have been made on aggregates of C8O3, where the excitonic spectrum is less elaborate than it is in the case of the dye C8S3. Aggregates of the latter dye molecule show higher degree of molecular order which might result in larger exciton delocalization. Hence, it would be worthwhile to repeat some of the dynamical measurements on this system. Since the theory of optical dynamics in tubular J-aggregates will be reviewed by Knoester in [57] , it should be only mentioned that the extension of the exciton theory to tubular molecular aggregates and especially to chiral helices [59] [60] [61] [62] allows a consistent interpretation of numerous experimental results as well as a development of precise mod-els of the shape and architecture of the tubular aggregates [50] .
Besides exciton delocalization, fast migration of excitons within the aggregate occur by both coherent and incoherent energy transfer processes. The first description of this behavior was given by Scheibe [23] . He added small quantities of molecules that are able to quench the fluorescence emission to a solution of PIC J-aggregates and found that one quencher molecule per several ten thousand dye molecules was enough to reduce significantly the fluorescence intensity. In order to explain this finding, it was assumed that the excitons are moving across the aggregate over thousands of molecules during their lifetime until they are trapped by the quencher molecule. Later, this behavior was observed not only in dye aggregates [94] but also in conjugated polymers [95] and named as "superquenching."
The effect of exciton migration was also studied by measuring the rates of exciton-exciton annihilation in Jaggregates of PIC [82] , the dye 3, 3 -disulfopropyl-5, 5dichloro-9-ethylthiacarbocyanine (THIATS) [96, 97] , and the dye C8O3 [98] . The dependence of fluorescence lifetime and fluorescence quantum yield on the excitation intensity was studied to obtain the rate of exciton migration or, in other words, the exciton mobility within the aggregates. From the mobility and the lifetime, a typical migration distance of the order of 10-20000 molecules could be estimated [82] . It was reported in [97] that the exciton mobility has a strong but nonmonotonous temperature dependence which was explained by different mechanisms of exciton transport at different temperature regimes. Efficient exciton-excitonannihilation was found for even very low temperature (T < 20 K) [98] and at higher temperatures (T > 110 K). For low temperatures, it was suggested that exciton motion is due to temperature assisted hopping between coherent sites, while at high temperatures the motion was suggested to be dominated by incoherent scattering processes.
In order to study the exciton migration in tubular Jaggregates, the quenching experiments of Scheibe were repeated for aggregates of C8S3. In this case, an amphiphilic pyridine molecule was used which is well known to work as an electron acceptor and fluorescence quencher. The long alkyl chain supports the incorporation of the pyridine to the dye aggregates. A reduction of fluorescence intensity was found already at very low concentrations of the quencher as shown in Figure 14 by means of a double logarithmic Stern-Volmer plot.
In conventional systems, quenching is due to a bimolecular reaction between dye and quencher. For that case, the rate of quenching is proportional to the quencher concentration and the ratio between emission without (I 0 ) and with quencher (I) is given by I 0 /I = 1 + K SV · [Quencher]. The Stern-Volmer quenching constant K SV is obtained from the slope of a plot of I 0 /I versus quencher concentration. In the case of the J-aggregates of C8S3, the plot in Figure 14 is not linear, therefore a double logarithmic presentation was selected. Additionally, the quencher concentrations are very small compared to the dye concentration. Because of the nonlinearity of the quenching behavior not the quenching 16 International Journal of Photoenergy constant K SV but the number of quenchers per dye needed to reduce the initial emission intensity by 50% is used as a measure for the efficiency of the quenching process [94] . For the system C8S3/pyridine a ratio of 1 quencher per 5000 dyes is obtained as indicated in Figure 14 . This value is very high compared to other dye systems and even larger than values obtained for conjugated polymers. If one converts this number into distances than one yields several ten to hundred nanometer as the expected distance of energy migration. Although the details of this quenching mechanism are not understood yet, this superquenching is a clear indication of efficient energy migration in the tubular J-aggregates. More experiments on fluorescence quenching are described by the contribution of Kirstein et al. in [99] .
As mentioned in the introduction, exciton migration in J-aggregates is technically used in silver halide photography. However, there the mechanism is a priory rather complicated because PET reactions instantaneously compete with the intrinsic exciton migration. The dynamics of both processes depends on the type and size of the silver halide used as well as on the size of the J-aggregates and the dye coverage of the silver halide. Time-resolved fluorescence measurements at room temperature revealed time constants for the exciton migration and the subsequent electron transfer from Jaggregate into the silver halide of 100 and 700 femtoseconds, respectively [100] [101] [102] .
The net reaction of spectrally sensitized PET in the photographic process is, simply spoken, injection of photoelectrons from excited dye molecules or dye aggregates into the silver halide's conduction band. There the silver ions are reduced to silver atoms which accumulate to latent silver specks. Afterwards the remaining electron-deficient dyes inject their positive hole into the silver halide's forbidden gap or valence band where the halogen ions are oxidized to halogen which is deactivated by the environment. However, as mentioned already in the introduction, the reaction yield of PET reactions in such heterogeneous phases is strongly limited by the size of the interacting surface. Because the PET processes from J-aggregates into other species are of special interest for many applications, spectrally sensitized PET reactions in homogeneous phases are much more favourable.
A first example of spectrally sensitized PET application using J-aggregates of PIC (1) in aqueous solution has been described in 1993 [103, 104] , where molecular hydrogen was generated by water cleavage with the help of J-aggregates of dye 1. This experiment was accomplished by Königstein et al. using PIC aggregates. As an electron acceptor viologen was used that was chemically bound to PIC (PIC-V). These PIC-V molecules were intercalated by small amounts into the PIC aggregates [103, 104] . The supposed reaction scheme of the PET followed by cleavage of water in this system is briefly described as follows.
After photoexcitation of an aggregate, a delocalized exciton is formed which is rapidly trapped and localized at the PIC-V molecules where charge separation takes place to produce PIC + -V − . This state may relax back into the initial state, but with a certain probability the viologen is oxidized in order to reduce a proton into neutral hydrogen leaving a positively charged dye PIC + -V. After reduction of hydrogen, the charged PIC + molecule is neutralized via an electron transfer from additional electron donating molecules in solution (EDTA in this case). By this reaction scheme, a mechanism is given where water is cleaved by light energy on cost of a reducing agent. However, the dye 1 seems to be not the best suited candidate for such an experiment. First, the dye is scarcely amphiphilic because of its less hydrophobic ethyl groups and missing hydrophilic substituents. Therefore, the structure of the J-aggregates is concentration dependent and ill defined [35, 36] . Secondly, the low reduction potential of dye 1 (−1.27 Volt versus saturated calomel electrode (SCE), that is, 0.34 eV lower than that of dye 2 [20] ) is a poor precondition for an effective PET.
In recent experiments, a similar spectrally sensitized PET process was used to grow noble metal nanoparticles on the surface of J-aggregates by reduction of their respective metal ions in solution. In Figure 15 , typical silver nanoparticles are shown on the tubular aggregates of C8S3. They are grown by addition of AgNO 3 to the aggregate solution and illumination by room light. It is assumed that the reduction of the silver ions is realized by a similar reaction scheme as described above for the viologen. An electron transfer from the dye aggregate to the silver cation leads to neutral silver which crystallizes on the aggregates surface. The growth of only few and isolated Ag particles indicates a nucleation step which, however, could not be controlled. Although it cannot be proven unambiguously in the present state, it is assumed that this electron transfer is photo-assisted. Since in these experiments no electron donating molecules are present, some dyes at the aggregate surface must be oxidized. More details about this particle growth are found in a separate contribution by Kirstein et al. in [99] .
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The main purpose of this contribution is to present some of the interesting features of amphiphilic cyanine dyes with respect to their aggregation properties. These dyes combine two important prerequisites for the built up of functional supramolecular complexes: first, the ability of surfactants to self-assemble into ordered structures; second, the possibility of closely packed cyanine dyes to form delocalized excited states due to the strong interaction between the transition dipoles in ordered molecular phases. Here, molecules built from 5, 5 , 6, 6 -tetrachlorobenzimidacarbocyanine dye with various hydrophobic and hydrophilic substituents at the 1, 1 -and 3, 3 -position are investigated. As could be shown by cryo-TEM investigations, these dyes form aggregates of various structures and morphologies depending on the structure of both the hydrophobic and hydrophilic substituents. The most interesting structural motif of these molecules that is found for many modifications of the chemical structure of the dyes and under different solvent conditions are three-dimensional tubes. The detailed structure of the tubes can be tuned and changed by addition of surfactants, alcohols, and other materials. It is even possible to add other molecules at the tubular aggregates such as poly(vinyl alcohol) or polyelectrolytes without interrupting the exciton delocalization. This opens the route to build hybrid systems of amphiphilic dye aggregates combined with other functional entities.
Due to the strong excitonic coupling, the aggregates of almost all different amphiphilic dyes show the behavior of Jaggregates, that means the ability of fast energy migration. The tubular structures have to be thought as a double-wall tube, where each tube consists of a brick work lattice of chromophores that is rolled up. Owing to the complicated arrangement of the molecules, the excitonic optical absorption spectra show not only one red-shifted band but several pronounced maxima. The spectra are very sensitive to structural changes of the aggregates and, therefore, any changes of structure due to external parameters such as the composition of the solvent or addition of surfactants can easily be monitored.
The delocalized excitons have the ability of efficient energy migration as shown by fluorescence quenching experiments. Additionally, photo-induced electron transfer (PET) from the aggregate to other species was demonstrated by reduction of silver ions. These properties make the J-aggregates of amphiphilic dye molecules very promising candidates for designing model systems of artificial light harvesting com-plexes (LHCs). These aggregates of water soluble amphiphilic cyanine dyes (amphipipes) are like a toolbox for the development of artificial LHCs, because they are easily available, the gain in free energy by an electron transfer reaction can be widely varied by their molecular structure, the architecture of their self-assembled structures can be controlled likewise by the structure of the constituent dyes as well as by the presence of surface-active additives, and they can be applied for electron transfer reactions in homogeneous (or at least microheterogeneous) phases making high reaction yields possible. Besides the chemistry to assemble artificial LHCs extensive static and time resolved spectroscopy will be necessary in order to gain deeper understanding of the exciton and charge transfer dynamics in those systems.
As the synthetic chemistry of water soluble amphiphilic cyanine dyes is only at its beginning stage, extensive future research work has to be done with respect to synthesis of structurally varied amphiphilic dyes. The important aspect of appearance of optical activity in this system must be taken into account. This is one of the rare systems that form chiral structures from achiral entities in a solution phase which also can easily be studied by optical spectroscopy in the visible range.
In summary, this new class of amphiphilic cyanine dyes provides a broad range of research fields, among which the investigation of spectrally sensitized PET reactions may be the most important and challenging task.
